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ask for her testimony.

Do not forget that as soon as DOS blew up and Nicole

confirmed with Allison that her collateral wouldn't be

released, Nicole didn't feel the need to breakup with the

defendant.  I submit that Nicole's behavior, once she was

unburdened, showed that all of her interactions with the

defendant were the product of coercion and direct result of

being collateralized.  Without DOS, I submit, there is no

chance for the defendant ever having sex with Nicole.  What

happened to Nicole on May 31, 2016 was sex trafficking.

Let's talk about the elements of sex trafficking,

all of which are proven here.  Now, again, the defendant is

guilty if he committed the crime or if he helped to commit the

crime.

The first element is that the defendant knowingly

recruited, enticed, harbored Nicole, or that the defendant

knowingly benefited financially or by receiving something of

value from participating in a venture that recruited, enticed,

transported, provided or obtained Nicole.  I submit you can

find that this element is proven under theory the defendant

recruited, enticed Nicole to do so.  The defendant was also

part of DOS and knowingly benefited financially from DOS

eventually.

The second element is that the defendant knew or

recklessly disregarded that force, fraud or coercion would be
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The prosecution argued collateral was the coercion.
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used with respect to Nicole.  This element is proven once

again by the coercion stemming from the collateral.

And now the forced labor context above.  Here the

defendant was also the direct participant in the use of force

against -- in the use of force against Nicole, given that she

was tied to the table.

The third element in that is the defendant knew that

Nicole would be engaged in a commercial sex act.  Here the sex

act is obvious, Nicole having other sex performed on her by

Camila for the defendant's sexual gratification.

Now what make this is act commercial?  I expect

Judge Garaufis will instruct you that a commercial sex act is

any sex act in which anything of value is given to any person

because of the sex act.  Here it's Allison Mack who is the one

who received a thing of value by providing Nicole for a sex

act to the defendant.  A thing of value need not involve a

monetary exchange, and need not have any financial component.

As we looked at before, there were certain

privileges, including economic privileges, that came with

being in the first line, including the longest line of free

labor flowing up to you.  Maintaining a spot in the first line

and receiving those benefits, meant keeping the defendant

happy.  And because Allison kept the defendant happy and

maintained that position by providing the defendant with women

to have sex with, she received a commercial benefit.  The
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